Stop administering a process & start managing third-party risk

As firms increase reliance on third parties, they open themselves up to risk across domains such as cyber security, sanctions, financial stability, reputational risk, ESG, and more. Poor third-party risk management (TPRM) can lead to significant business disruption, regulatory fines, reputational damage, and loss of business.

Top drivers for investment in TPRM

- Response to third-party incidents
- Increasing regulatory requirements, potential for fines
- Responsible and ethical business practices
- Cost reduction and operating efficiency

Extended enterprise risk management (EERM) third-party risk management (TPRM) global survey 2020, Deloitte & Touche LLP

Typically, firms don’t have the resources, time, or budgets to focus on this complex, resource-intensive process. TPRM is often fragmented and inefficient with supplier access delayed by bureaucracy.

40,000 + Vendor profiles available in the network
8,000 + Registered vendors in the network
30,000+ Rapidly expanding global user base
100 + Global client base
17,000 + Completed vendor due-diligence questionnaires
The solution is S&P Global

KY3P® Managed Services provides full-life-cycle support for the entire TPRM process. Packages can be tailored to partially or fully augment your existing program or stand up an entirely new one.

- Third-party onboarding and segmentation
- Risk assessment and due diligence
- Issue management and remediation
- Continuous monitoring and ongoing oversight
- Offboarding and terminations
- Program and policy governance
- Risk reporting
- Quality assurance
- Industry-standard templates

No existing program? No problem.

Leverage the KY3P industry-leading, pre-configured, turn-key solution to quickly establish a full TPRM program to register, risk classify, review, approve, and oversee your vendors.

Design → Build → Run

CONTACT US: ky3psales@ihsmarkit.com
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